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Hurrah A Bolt of Light makes pop music for sad people. Since its debut, Hurrah has
run the gamut from alt-country to indie-rock-pop, and the evolution continues with the
changing moods of singer/songwriter, Wil Farr, and his collaborators.
 
Hurrah has released two full length albums and numerous singles which have drawn
comparisons to Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, Modest Mouse, and Kings of Leon. Wil
Farr’s grit and electricity as a frontman are the centerpiece of Hurrah’s live shows.
Their sound is sweaty and anthemic, with catchy hooks that will have you singing
along with songs you just heard for the first time.
 
As a living portfolio, Hurrah A Bolt of Light is in a constant state of evolution. Whether
it’s their sound, format, or homebase, change is considered a core element of the
creative process. In 2017, Wil moved from New York City to Minneapolis and brought
Hurrah with him, believing the vibrant music scene in the Twin Cities would be the
perfect place to start the project’s next phase.
 
Hurrah is here. We are ready to sweat and dance with you.
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Hurrah A Bolt of Light makes pop music for sad people. Their sound is sweaty and
anthemic, with catchy hooks and an electric live show that will have you singing
along with songs you just heard for the first time.
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tech rider
electric guitar: amp (DSR)
electric bass: amp, di (DSL)
drums: 
kick, sn, hat, tom 1, tom 2, oh l-r (DSC)
spd: 4 lines (di) (DSC)
Two vocals: 
drums (DSC) and lead vocals (USC)

press
“Wil Farr doesn’t take long to drown himself in sweat. Spun from the same cloth
as Bruce Springsteen or Ian Curtis, he routinely leads his homespun band to a
blaze of glory, forcing his restless spirit and barbed hooks through anyone
looking for a dose of excitement. Hurrah! builds each track of their heartland-
brewed, rocking yet rootsy tunes to a frenzy, making believers of anyone looking
for a rush of adrenaline chased down with a shot of big band frenzy.”
- The Deli Magazine (The Deli awarded Hurrah A Bolt of Light the title of Best
Emerging Indie Rock Band in NYC)

"Sometimes a great band will draw the source of its inspiration from a single well.
This isn’t to say that the sum of a group’s parts doesn’t make their sound possible.
Rather, a leader will step to the forefront and take the helm, steering the music into
uncharted territories. Wil Farr is that kind of rock and roll captain." - BreakThru Radio

"Those exclamation points in the moniker of Hurrah! A Bolt of Light! won’t seem so
absurd when you hear the band’s organ-kissed soul-rock. The local sextet sows
genuine uplift via thumping dance beats and passionate vocal interplay.”
- Time Out New York

"Hurrah! A Bolt of Light! traffic in anthemic and melodramatic material.”
- The New Yorker

“The opening act, Hurrah! A Bolt of Light! electrified the start of the night. Their
music sounded something like Joe Cocker or Bruce Springsteen & The Easy Street
Band, very charged and exciting. It’d be difficult to stand motionless during one of
their sets unless you are in a body cast. The singer has the wide-eyed intense
glare of PIL’s John Lydon (and if you said Hurrah’s frontman was his son, I’d
believe you), an intense stare and focus similar to Ian Curtis. Watching him and his
female co-singer was like watching Johnny Cash and June Carter having as much
fun entertaining themselves as their audience. The crowd was not shy to embrace
the spirit of excitement either.” - QRO

“Farr’s new ensemble indulges Paper and Sand fans with the expert level of
songwriting we’ve come to expect, but subs in some alt-country charm for the
barbed hooks of his former gig. What results is that familiar raw energy that erupts
in your heart and sears through your veins with a burn that’ll last for days … 
Of all the shining moments that grace the 12-song album, the penultimate number
flares like a flamethrower in the night. “One Drink” is a balls-out bar brawler that’ll
send you straight to the moon. Be advised to listen to this song in a big open
space, or you may end up tearing down walls in an adrenaline-fueled frenzy.”
- Radio Free Chicago

contact
for booking inquiries, please contact: hurrahaboltoflight @ gmail.com

for all other matters, please contact baz: bzaccarelli @ gmail.com

instagram: @hurrahaboltoflight | twitter: @hurrahmusic | facebook: /hurrahaboltoflight

resources
select Mp3 downloads here
high-res band photos here
pdf download of this page here

MUSIC VIDEO SHOWS CONNECT

HURRAH A BOLT OF LIGHT

http://www.hurrahaboltoflight.com/epk?lightbox=dataItem-jmr77aze
http://nyc.thedelimagazine.com/8324/deli-best-nyc-2011-submissions-results-for-indie-rock-hurrah-bolt-light-miniboone-monogold-quil
http://www.btrtoday.com/read/music/discoveryartist/discovery-artist-32/
http://www.qromag.com/reviews/concert_reviews/with_lions/
http://radiofreechicago.typepad.com/reredesign/2011/04/hurrah-a-bolt-of-light-makes-a-grand-entrance-with-hello.html
https://soundcloud.com/hurrah-a-bolt-of-light/sets/hurrah-promo-downloads/s-3n8cQ
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/4iom5l6z2o6t44x/AABy1nTtIWqBFKcuy3GcWCJLa?dl=0
http://www.hurrahaboltoflight.com/music
http://www.hurrahaboltoflight.com/video
http://www.hurrahaboltoflight.com/copy-of-shows
http://www.hurrahaboltoflight.com/connect
http://www.hurrahaboltoflight.com/

